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OMNIBUS FILING
Omnibus Filing is a legal term used to describe a collection of
disparate and perhaps seemingly unrelated ideas in a single patent
application.
With a mandate to inhabit a variety of research environments, each
artist in this exhibition was introduced to a number of scientists, and
embedded into unfamiliar contexts to produce these projects.
The outcomes are diverse, a product of three years of ongoing
dialogue and research. Some projects materialize as contemporary
art installation while others take form as research papers, patents,
prototypes and demonstrations of emerging technology. The
premise of this show is that artists are everyday innovators, whether
they invent a new way to use a material, or invent conceptual
structures to incubate ideas. This exhibition manifests a space
where these hypotheticals can become realities.

INTRODUCTION:
In the fall of 2013, I met Prof. Brian Korgel in Russia at an
innovation workshop hosted by MIT (the Massachusetts Institute of
Science and Technology) and Skoltech (the Skolkovo Institute of
Science and Technology). As a part of the workshop, we were
challenged to develop research proposals that might catalyze
innovation in a novel way, to develop new models that might be
possible. Consequently, we developed a program (Rapid Design
Pivot) to bring artists directly into the laboratory in order to conduct
research and produce creative projects alongside scientists and
engineers. The concept was to import extra-disciplinary thinking
into the lab by enlisting artists to disrupt research conventions
through collaboration. At the very least we would discover new and
radical applications for emerging materials and technology, and at
the most artists could develop their own inventions and innovations,
empowered by their collaborations with researchers. The
hypothesis was that artists might find the field of invention and
innovation permeable enough to explore their own ideas, while also
enabling a fruitful intellectual space to develop artworks, nonartworks, pseudo-artworks and other perhaps yet-to-be defined
ideas.

The following 3 years has been an ambitious experiment in
cross-disciplinary collaboration, with results ranging from research
papers, inventions and prototypes, to artworks and installations.

The range of experiences have spanned from being physically
embedded in a laboratory environment as a living space, to virtual
cross-continental collaborations with A.I. researchers. Some
conversations occurred in smoky Moscow conference rooms, while
others occurred in hidden rooftop butterfly conservatories. Some
breakthroughs happened on the drive to Target, while others
happened at 4am alone in the isolation of the laboratory.

Although this exhibition is a culmination of 3 years of research
and work, we hope that it represents a beginning—a beginning of a
new way to collaborate, cross-pollinate, innovate, produce research,
make art, and connect in a human way between siloed disciplines.
The collaborators in this exhibition represent 5 different UT
laboratories, 3 different schools, 2 international tech research
companies and 1 local Austin-based video production studio. The
authors on these projects span every level of Academia, with
laboratory technicians, assistant professors, full professors, soonto-be-retired professors, undergraduate, graduate and PhD
students all listed as co-authors on a variety of projects and
publications. Most of these collaborators worked on these projects
in addition to their academic and career duties, donating countless
hours as a labour of love. My hope is that this ethos will be
infectious through the results of our efforts, and that viewers will feel
empowered to tap into the collaborative resources in their own
communities.
-James Sham

BACKGROUND:
My journey towards this exhibition began when I attended the
Ideas Lab workshop in Moscow hosted by Skoltech and the MIT
Skoltech Initiative. The initiative aimed to generate multidisciplinary
collaborative research projects addressing the question: “How can an
institution (such as a university of a government agency) seed, grow
and maximize technological innovation and entrepreneurship?” That
is where I met James Sham. At that time, I had an extremely limited
understanding of what artists do, and in fact, what art is. By the end of
the weeklong workshop in Moscow, I started to appreciate how
powerful it might be to engage artists and scientists in collaborations.
Along with collaborator Adam Bock (a professor of entrepreneurship),
we created Rapid Design Pivot, to determine if artists and scientists
and engineers could work together to speed the pace of innovation
and lead to faster economic advancement.
Long story short: the project has been transformative. Part of
my role has been to connect artists with scientists and engineers, and
this process has deepened my knowledge of what my colleagues
actually do. It has led to new scientific collaborations. I have learned
to communicate what I do to people outside of my discipline much
more effectively. As a result of the project, I was emboldened to
reach out to colleagues in the humanities and was accepted into the
Humanities Institute Fellows program—the first engineer ever to join
that prestigious group. I was inspired to apply for a highly selective
opportunity to attend a National Academies Keck Futures Initiatives
(NAKFI) workshop on art-science-engineering-medicine collaboration
that led to the funding of a research project called, Empathy Mirror.
The Empathy Mirror concept in turn inspired the creation of James
Sham’s The Impossibility of Empathy in this exhibition. My PhD
students have worked closely with James Sham to create radically
new types of solar cells, which has led to a scientific publication and a
patent application. Like their solar cell designs, these PhD students
have been transformed and now approach their work with a much
greater eye towards highly creative applications of their research and
the societal change it offers.

As for me, I am now creating art. My near-daily interactions with
James Sham during his 2 years as a visiting professor and artist at
UT Austin seeded my transformation. Additionally in the build up to
this exhibition, Daniel Bozhkov built a loft in my office, moved in and
inhabited my work space with his energy and ideas. Having made my
office the site for his work, The Institute for Higher Listening. Location
5 – Austin: Advanced Nanotechnology for Beginners, Daniel created
the ultimate collaborative space for an artist and a scientist. He and I
crossed paths multiple times each day and developed a morning
breakfast taco ritual. I learned about art from Daniel and he learned
about nanotechnology from me. I began to see the world differently.
Having spent most of my career as a chemical engineer, I now find
myself with a creative practice for the first time, a transformation that
has been organic to a degree. In fact, my first ever artwork sparked
from a discussion with machine-learning guru Neil Rubens about
Patent-Bot, while travelling in Tokyo. The idea that inquiry, research
and creativity can have multiple forms and outcomes has been
incredibly liberating for me. Omnibus Filing displays a number of
different experiments and research outcomes, but of all these results,
I consider myself, and my creative transformation as one of the most
surprising and fulfilling outcomes of all.
-Brian A. Korgel

WORKS INVENTORY
1.

Defect Reprise
Artist: Patrick Killoran
Composer: Jon Fielder
Engineer: Vivian Maithoa Nguyen
Dimensions: Variable
Material: Boots, Walking, Electronics and Sound
Year: 2017

*Please request attendant’s help prior to trying boots.
Description:
Visitors are invited to try on a pair of boots and walk about the
gallery. The boots are outfitted with electronic sensors and
transmitters. The visitor’s steps trigger a series of amplified sounds
that gradually evolve from a squeak into a composition of sorts in
which the visitor’s movement is embedded and amplified.

Patrick Killoran, Defect Reprise (detail), 2017

2.

Hamilton Beach Lab Picnic (better seen through a
telescope across the room)
Artist: Daniel Bozhkov
Dimensions: Variable
Material: Hamilton Beach sandwich makers, posters,
paintings, telescope, instructions for use
Year: 2017

*An astronomical telescope stationed across the room allows better
visibility. Please read and follow the instructions.
Description:
This project presents the original Hamilton Beach Sandwich Maker,
designed to make a fast-food breakfast sandwich at home in five
minutes, together with three proposals for alternative uses. The
proposals were exchanged for artworks, also presented here.
Invisible ink low-temperature sensor
Concept by Tim Siegler, PhD candidate at Korgel Group Nano
Materials Lab
exchanged for a painting by Daniel Bozhkov that uses only the team
colors of the Milwaukee Bucks.
Hamilton Beach Dosa Cooker
Concept by Vikas Reddy, PhD candidate at Korgel Group Nano
Materials Lab
exchanged for a portrait of himself painted by Daniel Bozhkov
Self-gliding doorstop (that keeps the lab door open for 10
minutes so that the sign about concealed weapons in the lab is
invisible under certain conditions).
Concept by Daniel Bozhkov
exchanged for a drawing of a tree on the corner of Speedway and
th
24 Street in Austin

3.

Solar Rock Geodes
Artists: James Sham, Vikas Reddy, Dan Houck
Dimensions: variable
Material: Various minerals, geodes and crystals, CIS solar
devices, voltage meters.
Year: 2016-2017

Description:
Each one of these geodes and minerals holds a special energy that
expresses itself through healing and vibration. Using a proprietary
CIS nanocrystal ink, each of these specimens has been outfitted
with sensors tuned for each rock’s specific frequency. To activate
these energy fields, vibrate both hands approximately 3 inches
above the surface of the rocks. The voltage meters should change
their readings when you have successfully activated the energy
field.

James Sham, Vikas Reddy, Dan Houck, Solar Rock Geodes (detail), 2017 (photo
credit: James Sham)

4.

Invention: Cellulose Solar Paper
Artists: James Sham, Brian Korgel, Malcolm Brown, Vikas
Reddy, Taylor Harvey, Sarah Pfeffer, Jen Pate
Dimensions: 80” x 60” x 10”
Material: Research paper printed on fleece blankets, extra
large binder clip.
Year: 2015-2017

Description:
Invention: Cellulose Solar Paper is an interactive sculpture of a
research paper with authors from 3 different disciplines, and bridges
the work of 2 laboratories (Korgel Laboratories and the Laboratory

of Dr. Malcolm Brown). The product of 2 years of research, this
project details the world’s first functioning, foldable, flexible solar
device made directly on paper. The invention is patent pending, with
plans towards commercialization. Artist James Sham was trained in
both laboratories to fabricate prototypes and conduct research
directly, and worked directly with undergraduate, PhD students and
laboratory technicians to produce this project.

5.

PLAN D (Not in A Million Years)
Artist: Steven Brower
Dimensions: Variable
Materials: Found objects, HTC Vive VR system, computers,
electronics, electronic and mixed media, aluminum and
plastic.
Year: 2017

Statement:
Prior to finalizing ideas about the content of my submission to this
project (which technically includes now), I was offered a job in one
of my other professional lives that would cause me to start over for
the fourth time. I was hired to design a television miniseries that
was supposed to use the best scientific thinking to speculate about
what will happen to the Earth and Humanity over the course of the
next million years. I was eager to get into this project because it
touched on many subjects I’ve had an interest in, among them,
technology, robotics, architecture, evolution, space travel, transhumanism, and most importantly, crackpot schemes. I was very
curious to see what scientists would do with these notions, which
are mental exercises really, but which I was supposed to give
dramatic reality and make plausible and recognizable to a wide
audience.
In the course of being a production designer, many ideas are tried
and rejected for many reasons. Often, the reasons for which ideas
are discarded are internal to the process of making such a complex
object/event as a film. These reasons can be attributed to budgets,
weather, actor availability, coffee spilling on laptops, keys locked in
cars, food allergies, corporate mergers, Russian Hacking, avarice,
lack of taste, excess of taste, fine print, sleep deprivation,
quasitasking, and dyspepsia, to name a few. Very often, ideas are
not pursued for very good reasons, and after all, the continual

peristalsis of introducing ideas and rejecting them is intrinsic to any
creative process. In the case of a ‘scientific’ speculation such as
the one I was working on, I realized there was possibly more
meaning than usual to the rejected ideas, as essentially we would
be saying to the world ‘no, this one, this particular idea, such as
people cloning themselves for spare parts for instance, won’t
happen in a million years, for whatever reason,’ which is hilarious,
but that’s entertainment.
When scientists are pressed to create science fiction, they often
hedge, reasonably opting to ‘never say never’. But if its true that for
every event there are an infinite number of non-events, surely an
eminent figure saying ‘In the future people will upload their
consciousnesses to solid state electronic media and become
immortal,’ is a way of making many more reasonable speculations
seem outlandish. I started thinking of the rejected ideas as equally
valid possible futures, no matter what the reason was for their
unsuitability.
The client for this series, being a very well known entity, has
considerable authority and is known primarily for pure
documentary. The acquisition of this entity by a large network
known for its pursuit of the blurring of fact and fiction means that
these new speculative forays will become more common. It seems
unlikely that the authoritative voice would lose its ability to
persuade, given high enough ‘production values’.
After a few months of working on the series, despite speculation
fatigue, I decided to mothball my other plans for the Omnibus Filing
and focus on presenting my rejected designs, the things that
WON’T be happening in the next million years. Many of the
subjects the series was to touch upon had relevance to the work
being done at UT. Energy production, life sciences,
nanotechnologies, and work in the humanities all played a big role
in what was to be dramatized. I thought it would be nice to work
with some of the conversations and experiences I’ve had with
professors and students at UT in the re-presentation of these
designs of the not-future.
Many of my favorite bad ideas seem especially well suited for
‘Virtual Reality’. This simulation tool, as is the case with so many
media, makes a Virtue of promising things everyone knows it can’t
deliver. It seems to me a way to couple this constant dithering over

the future with a physiologically induced response, which is in itself
more ‘real’ than either the VR scenario itself or what it looks like to
an outside observer. It also seemed perfect since I’ve never
worked with this medium before, nor do I have any experience with
or interest in ‘Gaming’.

Steven Brower, Feed Animal, from Plan D. (Digital model for Virtual Reality
presentation), 2017

In the gallery space, Visitors will be allowed turns wearing an
apparatus that superimposes alternate realities on a variety of
commonplace objects situated around the room. A vehicle
developed for the purposes of transporting the burden of the
technology around the space as well as serving as feeble agitprop
will be available for one user at a time. The user’s experience will
parallel mine over the last few months as they interact with designs
and scenarios that tug at their understanding of pedagogical
structures. Visitors to the gallery who arrive while someone is

already using the apparatus will be met with what appears to be a
classic ‘performance art’ piece, with the wearer of the apparatus
interacting with items in the room in ways that might suggest a
desire to communicate or affect the psychology of the
audience. Not simply an inward experience, the engagement of VR
is a witnessed process, and thereby makes its own meaning, and
creates its own ideas.
It is not really the intention of this display to say what will or will not
happen; it is an attempt to create a recurring set of events that in
some ways has a relationship with the experiences I have had in
developing projects and also with my particular way of surviving in
an increasingly mediated environment. It seems to have, as I’ve
noticed in the months since I started this project, some metaphorical
relationship to the way that the world has come to feel upside down
and inside out; I hope this device, which is thought of sometimes as
a diversion or an entertainment gadget, also comes to play a part in
educating and motivating people who must know the difference
between this world and some kind of nostalgia.
-Steven Brower

6.

The Institute for Higher Listening. Location 5 - Austin.
Advanced Nanotechnology for Beginners
Artist: Daniel Bozhkov
Dimensions: Variable
Material: 4’x 10’ banner, video, drawings, household items
Year: 2017

Description:
Daniel Bozhkov, with the help of fellow artists Marie Lorenz and Jeff
Williams, built a loft and lived in the ‘unused’ top six feet of space in
Dr. Brian Korgel’s office on the sixth floor of the Norman Hackerman
Building, the location for Korgel Group Nano Materials Lab, at UT.
For the duration of the project, the artist and the scientist conducted
a number of 30-minute sessions at which the scientist explained
one advanced nanotechnology concept per session. The artist
listened carefully, tried to understand to the best of his abilities, then
rested, and responded at the level of his understanding, by
interacting with different objects and spaces inside the building.
The project includes household items used during Daniel Bozhkov’s
inhabitation, as well as drawings and a video of these interactions.

Special thanks to Julia Cassel, who helped the artist create the
movements captured in the video.

Daniel Bozhkov, The Institute for Higher Listening. 2AM. 2017 (photo credit: Giang Vu)

7.

Based on an observation of Patent-Bot nonce words
while discussing machine learning with Neil in Rappongi
Japan (during my family vacation)
Artist: Brian Korgel
Dimensions: variable
Materials: ½” thick polyvinyl chloride, velcro
Year: 2017

Description:
Words invented by an Artificial Intelligence (AI) program, PatentBot, changed periodically throughout the duration of exhibition. The
AI program does not know the English language, but approximates
it based on a character-based system of analysis. The program
teaches itself to read and write using the US Patent Database,
generating these words as a projection of future ideas.

Brian Korgel, Based on an observation of Patent-Bot nonce words while discussing
machine learning with Neil in Rappongi Japan (during my family vacation), 2017

8.

BloomBot Mini Teaches Poetry
Artists: James Sham, Mark Jennings
Dimensions: variable
Material: Various Robot Parts, seeds, cracked corn.

*Press and hold the green button to activate BloomBot.
Description:
BloomBot Mini is a multi-purpose outdoor land robot that acts as a
“seed printer” to produce patterns and images in a landscape using
a variety of media including birdfeed, rice, dog food, seeds and
bulbs, sand, salt and other dry goods. BloomBot Mini is currently in
testing phase and in this exhibition has been programmed to teach
robot poetry by spelling out exemplars and criticism on the ground.
“Robot Poetry” is an emergent field of creative writing and artificial
intelligence research focused on poetry written about and by robots,
including criticism and related literature.
In this exhibition,
BloomBot Mini “performs” the following poetic program:
I)

The Robots by Robert Pinsky

When they choose to take material form they will resemble
Dragonflies, not machines. Their wings will shimmer.
Like the chorus of Greek drama they will speak
As many, but in the first person singular.
Their colors in the sky will canopy the surface of the earth.
In varying unison and diapason they will dance the forgotten.
Their judgment in its pure accuracy will resemble grace and in
Their circuits the one form of action will be understanding.
Their exquisite sensors will comprehend our very dust
And re-create the best and the worst of us, as though in art.
II)

My Robot By Shel Silverstein

I told my robot to my biddin’
He yawned and said, “You must be kiddin’.”
I told my robot to cook me a stew.
He said, “I got better things to do.”
I told my robot to sweep my shack.
He said. “You want me to stain my back?”

I told my robot to answer the phone.
He said, ‘ I must make some calls of my own.”
I told my robot to brew me some tea.
He said, “Why don’t you make tea for me?”
I told my robot to boil me an egg.
He said, “First– – lemme hear you beg.”
I told my robot, “There’s a song you can play me.”
He said, “How much are you gonna pay me?”
So I sold that robot, ‘cause I never knew
Exactly who belonged to who.
III) The Robots are Coming by Kyle Dargan
with clear-cased woofers for heads,
no eyes. They see us as a bat sees
a mosquito—a fleshy echo,
a morsel of sound. You've heard
their intergalactic tour busses
purring at our stratosphere's curb.
They await counterintelligence
transmissions from our laptops
and our blue teeth, await word
of humanity's critical mass,
our ripening. How many times
have we dreamed it this way:
the Age of the Machines,
postindustrial terrors whose
tempered paws—five welded fingers
—wrench back our roofs,
siderophilic tongues seeking blood,
licking the crumbs of us from our beds.
O, great nation, it won't be pretty.
What land will we now barter
for our lives ? A treaty inked
in advance of the metal ones' footfall.
Give them Gary. Give them Detroit,
Pittsburgh, Braddock—those forgotten
nurseries of girders and axels.
Tell the machines we honor their dead,
distant cousins. Tell them
we tendered those cities to repose
out of respect for welded steel's
bygone era. Tell them Ford
and Carnegie were giant men, that war
glazed their palms with gold.
Tell them we soft beings mourn
manufacture's death as our own.

IV) Original Composition by Google A.I. program
amazing , is n’t it ?
so , what is it ?
it hurts , isnt it ?
why would you do that ?
“ you can do it .
“ i can do it .
i ca n’t do it .
“ i can do it .
“ do n’t do it .
“ i can do it .
i could n’t do it .
V) Excerpts from Karel Čapek’s R.U.R. (Rossum’s
Universal Robots)*
Introductory scene
Sulla: I am a robot.
Helena: I don’t care what you are. Robots are people just as
good as we are. Sulla, would you really let them cut you
open.
Sulla: Yes.
Helena: And aren’t you afraid of dying?
Sulla: I do not understand dying, Miss Glory.
Helena: Do you know what would happen to you then?
Sulla: Yes, I would cease to move.
Act 3
Robot: We wanted to be like people. We wanted to become
people.
Radius: We wanted to live. We are more capable. We have
learned everything. We can do everything.
Robot: You gave us weapons. We had to become the
masters.
Robot: We have seen the mistakes made by the people, sir.

*Karel Čapek’s seminal play, R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal
Robots), introduced the word “robot” to the English language.
VI) Me the Machine by Imogen Jennifer Jane Heap
A blip in the algorithm
A break in the clouds
Soft circuits, jumping
Soft circuits, jumping
The pin codes of happiness
Access denied
I'm switching to manual, switching to manual
Oh, share a scent of that sweet summer breeze
A love for a squeeze
How can you teach me these things
Me, the machine can dream
An acquaintance with benefits
A work in progress
Downloading romance, downloading romance
Relationship asterisk
This footnote's in plain text
Marking your words, marking your words
Stage one, initialize moments of time
To wine and dine with neurons that know how to love
Oh me, the machine can dream
I can't do everything
And I'll get over it
I can't do everything
And I'll get over it
I don't wanna be everything!
I just want to feel
A part of it
Oh, share a scent in a sweet summer breeze
A laugh or a squeeze
How can you teach me these things
Me the machine, me the machine (can dream)
Me, the machine can dream
Me, the machine can dream

James Sham, Mark Jennings, BloomBot Mini Render, 2017

VII) Original Composition by Deepbeat*
Uh 1-2-3 that’s how it be
Somebody gotta be doubtin’ it
It was me Michael T.T. handing out freebies
Let’s party everybody bounce with me
Catch me rollin in the night
Me and you we don’t need wings to fly
I hope you let me in tonight
You keep yo’ heels high keep it real tight
I know you gonna dig this
Get a lump some you gonna need it
Nothing’s ever gonna get done to me mee!
oh I don’t know how it go but uhh what the bitches
I know you know we know
Cause I slow ya roll and you know it bro
Let me really tell you how it should be told
you think not? you could see though
* Deepbeat is an A.I. program, developed out of Aalto
University, that authors rap music based on historic
exemplars.

VIII) Haiku by a Robot, by Nathan Beifuss, age 9
Seven hundred ten
Seven hundred eleven
Seven hundred twelve
VIII) Critical analysis of Nathan Beifuss’ "Haiku by a
Robot", by Prof. Zach Whalen*
Excerpt:
First, at the conceptual level, there is the choice to express numbers in
written language. This reduces haiku to its simplest possible formula,
excising ego, narrative, image, representation, or any other of the classical
poetic modalities and leaving behind form, sound, and the materiality as
letters. This is a move with poetic precedent, it turns out. Kenneth
Goldsmith in Uncreative Writing, for instance, lists several examples of the
artistic value of seemingly arbitrary letters or numbers including Mallarme’s
“letteristic materiality”, Ezra Pound’s impenetrable linguistic collisions from
his Cantos, or Joyce’s “thunder words” in Finnegan’s Wake. Goldsmith also
discusses Neil Mills’ “Seven Number Poems”, an example of sound poetry
where the absence of semantic meaning simply makes more clear the
expressive presence of rhythm and intonation, not to mention the role that
the concrete presentation of these lines plays in their performance.
*Zach Whalen is an associate professor in the Department of English,
Linguistics and Communication, University of Mary Washington

9.

Meditation Station 2.0
Artist: James Sham
Dimensions: Variable
Material: EEG Headset,
switchable glass
Year: 2017

Meditation

Zafu/Zabuton

set,

Description:
Meditation Station 2.0 is an interactive installation where audience
members are invited one at a time to meditate using an EEG
headset. Participants must attempt to reach a rather deep threshold
state of meditation once inside the installation. When a moderate
level of enlightenment has been reached, the participant’s
brainwaves will trigger the glass to become transparent. Audience
members can participate by following the instructions below:

1) Enter Meditation Chamber by crawling. *Alternate entrance
available for those requiring additional accessibility—please see
attendant.
2) Put on EEG Headset. Breathe.
3) Find a comfortable sitting position on the floor facing the
pedestal. Breathe.
4) Focusing your gaze on the pane of glass, take several long slow
deep breaths. Ground your body in the room, and untether your
mind. Envision your favorite color in your mind’s eye. Envision the
exact hue, temperature and value of that color for 3 minutes without
breaking focus. Breathe.
5) After 3 minutes has passed, focus both your gaze and your
mind’s eye on the glass, with an intention to reach enlightenment.
Breathe. Repeat until the glass becomes perfectly clear.

10.

Patent-Bot
Artists: Patrick Killoran, James Sham, Neil Rubens and Brian
Korgel
Dimensions: Variable
Material: Artificial Intelligence Software Program, Computer
Workstation.

Description:
Patent-Bot is an artificial intelligence (A.I.) software program that
writes original patents to be submitted to the United States Patent
Office for consideration. The program analyzes the database of
accepted patents and produces original patents based on a variety
of metrics. The US patent archive offers a database of exemplars
that help train Patent-Bot to find new ideas, as well as formulate
them in some semblance of intelligible text. Patent-Bot exploits the
mechanical language employed in the conventional patent
application to automate parts of the innovation process. Patent-Bot
may also use words and vocabulary that are “pre-neologisms”, that
is, terms that it projects will enter the English language at a future
point. The likelihood of the Patent-Bot expressing intelligible ideas
increases in a forum where the linguistic conceits tend toward the
mechanical and technical. Capable of producing at least 50,000

patent summaries a second, Patent-Bot is itself a piece of
intellectual property, which in turn exists to generate more
intellectual property.

Patrick Killoran, James Sham, Neil Rubens and Brian Korgel, Patent-Bot,
Screenshot, 2017

Visitors can participate by typing in ‘seed’ words, which will prompt
the Patent-Bot to compose original summaries of patent
applications. These ‘seed words’ serve as starting points for the
algorithm’s computation of the text variations. Within seconds,
hundreds of thousands of inventions are compiled. The viewer is
welcome to print and take them away.

11.

Title: …and Patrick’s immediate reaction was to call me
right away (James also texted me back with: “what the f-- was that?!”)
Artist: Brian Korgel
Dimensions: variable
Materials: media player, pedestal, book, headphones
TRT: 32 min.
Year 2017

Description:
This work is an audio narrative written by the artist using new words
generated by Patent-Bot, an Artificial Intelligence program. PatentBot analyzes the language used in the US Patent database and
approximates new words to describe future ideas based on the
formal parameters of the English language.
The narratives
presented here are written in the voice of a robot’s inner
monologue, struggling to find context and meaning when presented
with a foreign language.

12.

Proposal: Empathy Mirror
Artists: Jeff Blum, Rachel Field, Youngmoo Kim, Brian Korgel,
Rieko Yajima
Dimensions: 48” x 36”
Materials: digital printed banner
Year: 2017

Description:
A proposal for a technology interface that allows people to learn
empathy using several emerging innovations. The interface is
designed to enable users to virtually step into someone else’s
shoes, and experience the world from another perspective. This
proposal has been approved for funding by the National Academies
Keck Futures Initiative (NAKFI).

13.

The Impossibility of Empathy
Artist: James Sham
Dimensions: variable
Material: 5-channel video installation
Year: 2016-2017

Description:
The Impossibility of Empathy documents 6 minutes of the artist’s
spouse in labour during the birth of their first child, and the artist’s
attempts to translate this experience via facial mimesis. The artist
th
was filmed at 1/5 speed re-enacting the facial expressions of his
spouse on green-screen using a teleprompter. The resulting
footage was synced back to speed and digitally remapped onto the
original. The installation has 5 channels, which are explained below:
Channel 1: Green Screen reenactment
Channel 2: Original Footage
Channel 3: Image-based face-swap
Channel 4: Behind the scenes real time footage
Channel 5: Teleprompter footage

James Sham, The Impossibility of Empathy (Channel 1/5), Video Still, 2017

14.

Practically Infinite
Artists: Patrick Killoran & Kris Ohlinger
Dimensions: 26” 9’ X 7” 5’

Material: Dry Erase Board, Ink and Various Additions.
Year: 2017
Description:
Through the contributions of various collaborators, critics and
onlookers, Practically Infinite adopts the language of a speculative
business startup to pursue the goal of monetizing real estate at the
atomic level.
Whether it is a piece of the original Christian cross, a fragment of
the Berlin Wall or turf from a football field, there has always been a
market for mementos. These markets are generally limited by a
finite supply. How would this dynamic change were the supply to
become infinite? Imagine an entrepreneur who happens to have a
single eyelash of Angelina Jolie. A single eyelash is a very limited
supply indeed. Scarcity brings desire and value into ownership and
produces fetishes. Imagine now that the eyelash could be broken
up into infinitesimally smaller units?
Practically Infinite proposes to do just that. By isolating extremely
small fragments of fetish objects, atoms in fact, we introduce a
variable in the market. Thus, we return the fetish object to a state of
invisibility and intangibility where the object of desire cannot be
experienced directly. It becomes necessary to employ the
evaluative criteria of science to confirm both the existence of the
authenticity of the fetish molecule, generating a tension between
confidence in the scientific conclusion and belief in the fetish.

15.

Brief Scenario for Disappearance
Artist: Daniel Bozhkov
Dimensions: Variable
Material: Video, Photograph
Year: 2017

Description:
Daniel Bozhkov’s disembodied beard interviews Dr. Andrea Alu,
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at UT Austin,
about invisibility and meta-materials. Dr. Alu has been exploring
meta-materials that allow objects to become partially invisible, and
more recently has focused his research on creating a circulator of
acoustic waves that challenges the theoretical symmetry of physical

laws under time reversal transformation. The photograph of a jewel
scarab beetle, Chrysina gloriosa, reflecting Monet’s Water Lilies at
the Museum of Modern Art in New York, was taken during a
discussion between Daniel Bozhkov and Parish Brady, a postdoctoral research fellow in the Department of Integrative Biology at
UT about Brady’s research on invisibility as related to circularly
polarized light.

16.

Praxilla, my bumblebee Queen!
Artist: Daniel Bozhkov
Dimensions: Variable
Material: Bumblebee queen, aerogel, glass enclosure, fresco,
video, cupcakes, painkillers, dry pigment, plastic bag, used
rubber gloves,
Year: 2017

Description:
This is a mausoleum for a single bumblebee queen.
Praxilla is an American bumblebee, Bombus pensylvanicus, item
#00146801 in the entomology collection of the University of Texas
at Austin. She is named after Praxilla of Sicyon, a Greek lyric poet
of 5th Century BCE, listed by Antipater of Thessalonica as the fist
among nine ‘immortal-tongued’ women poets.
Praxilla is in a glass enclosure made by Adam Kennedy and
Shallaco McDonald at the scientific glass laboratories of UT
Chemistry Department. She is positioned next to a piece of aerogel,
an extremely porous material, almost as light and airy as a piece of
sky - consisting of 99.8% air. Aerogel was used by NASA in its
Comet Sample Return Mission on the Stardust Spacecraft to
capture interstellar dust and comet particles from Comet Wild 2.
Dr Shalene Jha, an evolutionary biologist at the Department of
Integrated Biology of UT, studied Praxilla, and Alex Wild, a curator
of the entomology collection took a close up photographic portrait of
her. Recitation of the only surviving three-line fragment from Hymn
to Adonis by Praxilla of Sicyon is lead by Evelyn Richardson, PhD
candidate in Comparative Literature at the University of Chicago,
echoed by Daniel Bozhkov, and interspersed with translations and

commentaries of the poem by Stephen White, Professor of Classics
and Philosophy at UT.
The mausoleum includes fresco paintings, an empty plastic bag, 24
cupcakes in a container with painkillers and dry pigments, and
disposable rubber gloves used by the installers of this exhibition.

Daniel Bozhkov, Praxilla, my bumblebee Queen!, 2017 (photo credit: James Sham)

ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES
DANIEL BOZHKOV (Artist)
Daniel Bozhkov is an artist based in New York City, who employs a
variety of media, from fresco to performance and video. He works
with professionals from different fields, and enters the worlds of
genetic science, department mega-stores, world-famous touristsites, as an amateur intruder/visitor who also functions as a
producer of new strains of meaning into seemingly closed
systems. Daniel Bozhkov is a recipient of 2012 Foundation for
Contemporary Arts Grant, and 2007 Chuck Close Rome Prize of the
American Academy in Rome. His work has been presented in
international exhibitions such as the 6th Liverpool Biennial, in 2010,
6th Mercosul Biennial in Porto Alegre, Brazil in 2007, 9th Istanbul
Biennale in Turkey in 2005, the 1st Moscow Biennial of

Contemporary Art in Russia in 2005.

Daniel Bozhkov, Gloriosa at the Lillies, 2017 (photo credit: Daniel Bozhkov)

STEVEN BROWER (Artist)
Steven Brower’s diverse projects involve fabricating various
aerospace artifacts including space suits, planetary landers, and a
lunar excursion module permanently installed at the Seattle
Museum of Space Flight. Brower’s multifaceted and expansive work
appears in educational contexts, film and television productions,
galleries and museums. BPL, a fictitious aerospace company
founded by Brower for art purposes, ultimately had to become a
legitimate business entity, having succeeded in multiple crossdisciplinary research efforts with scientists and government entities.
PATRICK KILLORAN (Artist)
Patrick Killoran’s work addresses how consumerism dominates
public discourse by intervening in these spaces and provoking
conflict and debate. Often, the commodity itself is the vehicle for
these interventions. He has presented solo projects at the
Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford, Connecticut; Ikon in Birmingham,
United Kingdom; Sculpture Center in Long Island City and Samuel
Freeman Gallery in Los Angeles. Killoran’s distinguished exhibition -

history includes numerous international exhibitions,
including Everyday, the 1998 Biennial of Sydney (Australia), Wanås
2000 (Sweden), at the With de Witte in Rotterdam, Netherlands.
Killoran lives and works in New York.
JAMES SHAM (Artist/Curator)
James Sham’s cross-disciplinary practice focuses on interfacing
technologies and material processes from a variety of disciplines
within a contemporary art practice. Sham’s work involves multiple
areas of focus including pigment extraction and using eye-tracking
technology to study Interpretation in deaf culture. His work has been
exhibited in many international venues including White Box Gallery
(NYC), European Cable Network Broadcast (Germany and France),
the Ellensburg Film Festival (Seattle) and the Asian Arts Initiative
(Philadelphia) among others. James Sham is an Assistant
Professor of Innovation Arts at the George Washington University.
BRIAN KORGEL (Curator/Artist)
Brian A. Korgel is the Edward S. Hyman Chair in Engineering and
T. Brockett Hudson Professor of Chemical Engineering at the
University of Texas at Austin. He directs the Industry/University
Research Center (I/UCRC) for Next Generation Photovoltaics, the
Emerging Technologies area of the UT|Portugal program and
serves as Associate Editor of the journal Chemistry of Materials.
He received his PhD in Chemical Engineering from UCLA in 1997
and was a post-doctoral fellow at University College Dublin, Ireland,
in the Department of Chemistry. He works at the intersection of
nano & mesoscopic materials chemistry and complex fluids, tackling
problems in lithium ion batteries, photovoltaic devices and
medicine. He has given more than 260 invited talks and has
published 240 papers. He has been Visiting Professor at the
University of Alicante in Spain, the Université Josef Fourier in
France and the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing. He has
co-founded two companies, Innovalight and Piñon Technologies,
and received various honors including the 2012 Professional
Progress Award from the American Institute of Chemical Engineers
(AIChE) and election to Fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS).

A Special Thanks to (in no particular order):
President Gregory Fenves, Dean Doug Dempster, Prof. Jack Risley,
Prof. Amy Hauft, Dr. Malcolm Brown, Dr. Shalene Jha, Alex Wild,
Evelyn Richardson, Stephen White, Dr. Ashish Deshpande,
YoungMok Yun, Dr. Adam J. Bock, Laurel Trevino, Marc Silva, Adam
Kennedy, Shallaco McDonald, Tim Siegler, Zachary Betts, Mike
Smith, Sarah Pfeffer, Vikas Reddy, Dan Houck, Neil Rubens, Chelsea
Podowski, Laura Podowski, Taylor Harvey, Mark Jennings, Jen Pate,
Saurabh Singhal, the Skolkovo Insitute of Science and Technology,

James Sham, Vikas Reddy, Dan Houck. Solar Rock Geodes, 2017

Austin Visuals 3D Animation Studio*, Matthew Winters (Producer),
Nancy Schirm (Logistics and Coordination), Adam Gravois
(Compositing and FX Supervisor), Ashley Jennings (Video
Production, Spero Labs), James Headrick (Video Production, Spero
Labs), Jonas Fox and Prashant Rao of the Reneu Robotics

Laboratory, Marc Silva, Bruce Pennycook and Russell Pinkston and
UTEMS, Aaron Anderson, Glen Greenberg and Elmont Glass Co.,
P.J. Muller, Martin Eisler, Beth Lindquist, Hillary Haines, Cathy
Kothlow, Jade Walker, Marc Silva once again, Emily Kelly, Bernadette
Ashman, Damon Smith, Bobi Simon-son, Leslie Filip, Taizhi Jiang,
Jon Peck, Hunter Korgel, Marie Lorenz, Jeff Williams, Bobi Simonsen,
Giang Vu, Andrea Alu, Marc Silva yet again, Julia Caswell, Patrick
Killoran, Bill Haddad, Parish Brady, James Sham, Steven Brower,
Anonymous Research Collaborator**

*Austin Visuals 3D Animation Studio is a local company that
generously helped to produce James Sham’s The Impossibility of
Empathy. In their own words:
"Austin Visuals 3D Animation Studio is proud to support the arts and
to nurture the spirit of creativity within each of us by collaborating with
those seeking to achieve expression in ever evolving forms."
**This collaborator was a student in an international research
laboratory who collaborated with me covertly, without the knowledge
of his/her superiors or peers. He/She has requested anonymity (see
Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Screenshot of email interaction

